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Abstract 
Frommer, A., Generalized nonlinear diagonal dominance and applications to asynchronous iterative methods, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 38 (1991) 105-124. 
We introduce a concept of generalized diagonal dominance for nonlinear functions. As in the linear case, this 
brings together several, apparently different classes of nonlinear functions such as strictly diagonally dominant 
functions and certain M-functions. With our concept we easily obtain a quite far-reaching result on the global 
convergence of asynchronous iterative methods for finding zeros of nonlinear functions. Special cases include 
some known and several new convergence results for special iterative methods such as the nonlinear JOR-, SOR- 
and SSOR-method. 
Keywords: Diagonal dominance, systems of nonlinear equations, M-functions, asynchronous methods, parallel 
numerical algorithms. 
1. Introduction 
Strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant matrices as well as M-matrices are all contained in 
the class of generalized diagonally dominant matrices. Introducing the notion of a generalized 
diagonally dominant function we here present an analogous concept for nonlinear functions. As 
in the linear situation - with will be briefly reviewed in Section 2 - this class includes as 
special cases the strictly diagonally dominant functions of [24] and certain M-functions (cf. [28]). 
Thus, in analogy to linear generalized diagonal dominance, our extension to the nonlinear 
situation brings together several, apparently rather different classes of functions. Nonlinear 
generalized diagonal dominance therefore seems to be of some interest by itself and we devote 
Section 3 to establish fundamental properties and to clarify (to a certain extent) the relationship 
between the different classes of functions. 
More importantly, perhaps, the concept of nonlinear generalized diagonal dominance can also 
be used to derive in a uniform manner results on the convergence of (nonlinear) iterative 
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methods. We illustrate this by considering asynchronous iterative methods in Section 4. These 
methods have encountered increasing interest recently because of the advent of asynchronous 
parallel computers. We will show in Section 5 that asynchronous methods converge globally if 
they are used for finding a zero of a generalized diagonally dominant function. From this quite 
general result we obtain some known, but also several interesting new convergence results for 
nonlinear iterations, including the JOR-, SOR- and SSOR-method. Finally, Section 6 contains 
two typical examples. 
2. Review of the linear case 
Given n E t+J, we use the symbol N to denote the set N := { 1,. . . , n } . The ordering “ < ” and 
the absolute value 1. ( on Iw” and lRnx” are to be understood componentwise, as usual. In 
addition, we write “ < ” in [w” or [wnx” . if we have strict inequality for all components. 
Throughout this section A = ( aij) E [WnXn is assumed to be a nonsingular matrix. 
Definition 1. A is called generalized diagonally dominant if there exists a vector u E [wnx” such 
that 
I aiiui I ’ 5 Iaiju,I, i=l,..., n. 
j=l,j#i 
Let A = D - B be the splitting of A into its diagonal part D and its off-diagonal part -B. If 
A is generalized diagonally dominant, it follows easily that the matrix I D-‘B I is a contraction 
with respect to the weighted maximum norm 
II . II u:~ER”+ n+lxjujl, 
where u E [w” is the positive vector with ui = l/u,, u being the vector of Definition 1. From this 
property we immediately obtain one part of the following characterization of a generalized 
diagonally dominant matrix (cf. [4,33]). 
Theorem 2. A = D - B is generalized diagonally dominant if and only if D is nonsingular and 
p( IJ I) < 1, where J= D-‘B. 
Anticipating the definition of an asynchronous iterative method to be given in Section 4, let us 
look at the linear fixed-point problem 
x=Hx+d, 
where H E RnXn, d E R!“. Then, by a result of [6] (cf. also [15,20]), any asynchronous iterative 
method associated with this problem converges to the (unique) fixed point if p( I H I) < 1. On the 
other hand, if p( I H I) 2 1, then there exists an initial guess and some asynchronous method 
producing divergent iterates. 
Now, consider the system of linear equations. 
Ax=b, 0) 
with b E 03”. Using the splitting A = D - B introduced earlier and assuming D nonsingular, we 
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may approximate the solution of this system by iterating according to the corresponding 
fixed-point formulation 
x = D-‘Bx + D-lb. (2) 
From our preceding discussion we see: A is generalized diagonally dominant if and only if any 
asynchronous iterative method belonging to the fixed-point problem (2) converges to the solution 
of (1). 
The class of generalized diagonally dominant matrices contains several important classes of 
matrices arising in applications. To state this explicitly in the next theorem, recall that the set of 
vertices AA of the directed graph Q2, = (N, A,) of A is defined by 
A,:= ((i, j)EN*:a,,#O). 
A node i E N is said to be connected in In, to a node j E N, if there exist i,, . . . , i, E N such that 
(i, ir) E A,, (ik_i, ik) E AA, k = 2,. . . , r, and (i,, j) E AA. 
Theorem 3. A is generalized diagonally dominant in either of the following cases. 
(i) A t ‘ct d IS s rt ly iagonally dominant, i.e., 
la;,1 ’ i IaijI, i=l,..., n. 
J=l,j#i 
(ii) A is S2-diagonally dominant, i.e., there exists a nonempty set J C N such that 
I a,i I ’ t laijl, ifiEJ, 
j=l, j#i 
I a,; I 2 e IajjI, ificZJ, 
j=l, j#l 
and every j E N \ J is connected in In, to some i E J. 
(iii) A is an M-matrix, i.e., aij < 0 for i #j and A-’ z 0. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately by taking u = (1,. . . , l)T. Part (ii) can be found in [35] where, 
actually, it is shown that in this case the matrix I D-‘B ) is a contraction in some weighted 
maximum norm. Part (iii) follows with u = A-‘&. . . , l)T. Cl 
While strictly diagonally dominant matrices and M-matrices occur rather often in literature, 
L&diagonally dominant matrices seem to be less familiar. This class of matrices was introduced in 
[24]. It contains in particular the so-called irreducibly diagonally dominant matrices (cf. [32,33]), 
where J consists of just one element and A, contains all (i, j) E N* with i #j. 
Finishing this section we remark that special classes of generalized diagonally dominant 
matrices have been considered in quite a lot of research articles. An excellent overview can be 
found in [34]. 
3. Nonlinear generalized diagonal dominance 
Given a function F: R” + R”, let 4 denote the i th component of F, i.e., Fx = (F,x, . . . , F,x)~. 
As a motivation to what will follow, let us first consider the affine function F: x E R” H Ax - b 
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with A E Rnx”, b E R”. A st raightforward calculation then shows that 
nally dominant if and only if there exists u E R”, u > 0, such that the 
true for i=l,...,n: 
A is generalized diago- 
following implication is 
(3) 
For strictly diagonally dominant functions (i.e., u = (1,. . . , l)=) this was observed in [24]. The 
clue to the generalization to the nonlinear case now is to allow the “weighting” through the 
factors ui in (3) to become nonlinear and to depend on x. Before stating the resulting Definition 
6, it seems convenient to introduce some additional terminology. 
We will only consider nonlinear functions defined on a rectangle Q E R”. This means that Q 
is given by 
Q=Q,xQ,x .a- xQ,, 
wherefor i=l,..., n the set Qi is a real interval, i.e., a set of the form [q, &J, (q, &I, [q, &) 
or (q, pi). At the endpoints which do not belong to Qi we may have (Y, = - cc or & = + cc, but 
we always assume q < &. 
Given F:QcR”+R”’ and x E Q, we write $J:;, i = 1,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , n, to denote the 
(one-dimensional) function 
#Tj: QjNR, 
Wl;;(Xl 2**.) XI-l> t> xj+l>*.., x,). 
It will always be clear from the context which function F the JI:, actually belong 
The following two definitions introduce the vocabulary necessary to deal 
important monotonicity properties of nonlinear functions. 
Definition 4. F: Q c R’ ” + R m is called 
(i) isotone (antitone) (on Q), if 
x,y~Q,x~r =.. FxGF~J(Fx~=FF~); 
(ii) strictly isotone (strictly antitone) (on Q), if in addition to (i) we have 
x, YEQ, X<Y = Fx<Fy (Fx>Fy); 
(iii) inverse isotone (on Q), if 
x, _YEQ, Fx<Fy ==a x<y; 
(iv) strictly inverse isotone (on Q), if in addition to (iii) we have 
x, YE Q, Fx< Fy * x<y. 
Definition 5. F : Q c lRn + IR” is called 
to. 
with several 
(i) off-diagonally untitone (on Q), if for all x E Q the functions $Tj, i, j 7 1,. . . , n, i #j, are 
antitone on Qj; 
(ii) diagonal (on Q), if for all x E Q the functions $J:, 
will often write F;x, instead of 6.x. 
are constant for i #j. In this case we 
We now turn to our definition of nonlinear generalized diagonal dominance. 
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Definition 6. F: Q + R * is called generalized diagonally dominant (on Q), if for every x E Q 
there exists a function U” : Q + R” such that 
(i) U” is diagonal, continuous and strictly isotone, 
(ii) U xx = x, 
(iii) for i = 1, . . . , n we have 
xzy, F;x=&y * Iqxy;-xiI< IIIYy-x)l,. 
Clearly, taking Q”t = ui’( t - xi) + xi in Definition 6 results in (3). We thus have shown the 
sufficient part of the following theorem, the necessary part of which will be proved at the end of 
Section 5. 
Theorem 7. Let F be affine, Fx = Ax - d with A E RnXn, d E R”. Then F is generalized diagonally 
dominant on 08” (in the sense of Definition 6) if and only if A is generalized diagonally dominant (in 
the sense of Definition 1). 
If U” in Definition 6 is the identity for all x E Q, then F is called strictly diagonally dominant 
(on Q> (cf. P41). 
We now state a theorem which identifies several classes of nonlinear functions as special 
generalized diagonally dominant functions. It can be regarded as a nonlinear counterpart of 
Theorem 3. 
Theorem 8. Let F : Q + Iw “. Then the following assertions are true. 
(i) If F is strictly diagonally dominant (on Q), then F is generalized diagonally dominant (on 
Q). 
(ii) Let F be weakly G-diagonally dominant (on Q) in the sense of [24], i.e., for any x E Q 
there is a graph ti2, = (N, A,), A, c N2, and a set J, c N, J, Z @, such that 
(a) for all i E J, we have 
xzy, ex=&y =3 Ixi-Yil < Ilx-Yll,; 
(b) for all i E N\J, we have 
x#y, &x=Fiy * Ix,-y,I < [Ix-yll, or 
Ix,-y,I = [Ix-yll,= Ix,-y,I, foralljwith (i, ~)EA,; 
(c) every i E N \ J, is connected in Sz, to some j E J,. 
Then, if F is also continuous on Q, F is generalized diagonally dominant on every compact rectangle 
QG Q. 
(iii) Let F be an M-function, i.e., F is off-diagonally antitone and inverse isotone on Q. Then F 
is generalized diagonally dominant, provided Q = R” and F is continuous and surjective. 
Proof. Part (i) is trivial. The proof for part (ii) is rather lengthy and technical. We therefore 
refrain from repeating the details given in [16]. We just remark that here U” can be constructed 
to be arbitrarily close to the identity, its components being piecewise linear. To show part (iii), 
we first state an auxiliary lemma. 
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Lemma 9. Let F: R” + R” be off-diagonally antitone. Let the function P : II&’ + R” be strictly 
isotone. Assume that P(0) = 0 and that Pi : R -+ R is surjective for i = 1,. . . , n. For x E R” fixed, 
let the functions 
tER +q(x+P(t)) (4 
be strictly isotone for i = 1,. . . , n. Then we have for i = 1,. . . , n, 
)p;-l(Y;-x,)l= 7;la:Ipjp'(Yje xj)I> Yzx * (4Y-<x)(Yi-xi)>o. 
Proof. Assume that for some i E {l,..., n} we have y # x and (Pi-‘(y,-x,)1= 
max;=,~P,:‘(yj-xj)I. Then yi#xi, since otherwise )Pjpl(yj-xj)I=O for j=l,...,n, which 
implies y =x and this was excluded. We first assume y, > xi. Then the real number ti := 
Pi-‘( y, - xi) is positive. Define z E R” by 
z := x + P( ti). 
Obviously, z, = yi and for j # i we have 
Z,=xj+Pj(ti)=x,+P,(pi~)~xj+Pj(~P,-’(yj-xj)l) 
> xi + P,( Pj-‘( y, - Xj)) > yj. 
Since the functions defined by (4) are strictly isotone, we obtain 
r;;x-q(x+P(t,))=~z<&y, 
the last inequality holding because F is off-diagonally antitone. Since we assumed y, > xi this 
yields 
(Pjy - 4x)( y, - x;) > 0. 
In the case y, < xi the proof proceeds in a completely analogous manner. q 
We are now able to accomplish the proof of Theorem 8. 
Proof of Theorem 8(iii). We first note that by a result of [31], any continuous M-function is 
necessarily strictly inverse isotone. For x E IR” fixed we define the function P” by 
P”:R + R”, 
t c, F-‘( Fx + te) - x. 
Then P” is continuous and strictly isotone. In particular, PiX is strictly isotone for i = 1,. . . , n. 
The functions 
tER +Fi(x+P”(t))=&(F-‘(Fx+te))=&(x)+t 
are strictly isotone for i = 1,. . . , n. Moreover, since F is off-diagonally antitone, considering 
t + + 00 in the relation above we obtain lim l_, +,P,“(t) = f co. Hence, for i= l,..., n, the 
function P,” is surjective, and we have 
PX(0) = 0. 
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By Lemma 9 the implication 
((p,“)-l(Y;-x,)l= *(P;)-‘(Y,-xi)/> YfX =3 (EY-~x)(Y;-x,)‘o 
is valid. Define the components of the diagonal function U” : R” 4 R” by 
q”t:=(P,“)-‘(t-XJ+Xi, i=l,..., n. 
U” is continuous and strictly isotone, satisfying U”x = x and 
IVxY~-xiI =IIuxY -Xllm, Y # x - (qy-&x)(y,-x&-o. 
This immediately shows that the implication 
4.x = &y, y # x * I QxYi - xi I < II uxY - x 1100 
is true, too, thus finishing our proof. q 
We now investigate some basic properties of generalized diagonally dominant functions. First, 
let us mention that this class of functions is closed under continuous, diagonal resealing of the 
variables. More precisely, if Q and Q are two rectangles in R”, V: Q + Q is continuous and 
diagonal and F : Q + IR ’ is generalized diagonally dominant, then the function F: Q + R”, 
x * F( V( x)) is generalized diagonally dominant, too. It is interesting to note that this invariance 
does hold neither for strictly diagonally dominant functions nor for M-functions. 
Any strictly isotone function from R to Iw is generalized diagonally dominant. Generalized 
diagonally dominant functions hence need not necessarily be continuous. However, they are 
always injective as the following theorem shows. 
Theorem 10. Let F: Q -+ R” be generalized diagonally dominant. Then F is injective. 
Proof. Assume Fx = Fy and x, y E Q, x Z y. Then we have for i = 1,. . . , n, 
IVY;-x,1 <IIUXY -4I,, 
whence \I Uxy - x 1) m < 11 Uxy - x Iloo, which is absurd. •I 
The next theorem states another elementary property of generalized diagonally dominant 
functions. It can be considered as a nonlinear analogue of the fact that a generalized diagonally 
dominant matrix has all nonzero diagonal entries (cf. Theorem 2). 
Theorem 11. Let F: Q + R” be continuous and generalized diagonally dominant. Then for any 
iE {l,..., n } the functions I+!J~ : Qi + [w are either strictly isotone for all x E Q or strictly antitone 
for all x E Q. 
Proof. For iE{l,..., n } every function J/z is continuous. We start by showing that 4: is 
injective. Suppose $&s = $$t, s f t. Introducing the notation 
,V’=(X~~~~~~Xj-~~ s, Xi+l,eo.yX,)T, 
z := (x1 )...) Xi-l, t, xi+1 ,“.) XJT, 
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we thus have z #y und 4-y = I$z, whence 
I~yzi-YiI ~IIuyz--Yll~~ 
On the other hand, 0 # ( lJyzi - y, ) = ( lJyt - s ( = (I Uyz - y (Ia, which shows that s # t was absurd. 
Hence, 4;. is injective. Now let 
C := Q, x . . . X Qt-I X Qi+, X *. * X Qn, J := Qi 
and 
H:CxJ+R, 
Then H, together with C x J, satisfies the hypothesis of [24, Theorem 3.41, thus proving that 
H( x,. ) = I,$ is on Qi either strictly isotone for all x E Q or strictly antitone for all x E Q. q 
The next theorem establishes another interesting relation between generalized diagonally 
dominant functions and M-functions. Since the proof of this result is rather long, we omit it here. 
The interested reader is invited to consult [16]. 
Theorem 12. Let F be continuous, generalized diagonally dominant, off-diagonally antitone such 
that I/.$ is isotone for all x E Q and i = 1,. . . , n. Then F is an M-function. 
Usually, to show that some function F is generalized diagonally dominant, it will often be 
difficult to explicitly find the functions U” of Definition 6. Thus the following theorem dealing 
with differentiable generalized diagonally dominant functions is important in practice. 
Theorem 13. (i) Let F be G&eaux-differentiable on Q and let F’(x) be a strictly diagonally 
dominant matrix for all x E Q. Then F is strictly diagonally dominant. 
(ii) Let F be continuously differentiable on Q and let F’(x) be an O-diagonally dominant matrix 
for all x E Q. Then F is weakly O-diagonally dominant. 
(iii) Let F be Frechet-differentiable on Q and let F’(x) be an M-matrix for all x E Q. Then F is 
an M-function. 
(iv) Let F be Gateaux-differentiable on Q. Let there exist a vector u E R”, u > 0, such that, 
independently from x, the matrix F’(x) = ( aij( x)) E RnXn satisfies 
I aii(X)Ui I ’ t Iaij(x)ujl, i=l,..., n. 
j=l,j#i 
Then F is generalized diagonally dominant on Q. 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are given [24, Theorems 2.5 and 2.141. Part (iii) is a result of [19, Theorem 
51. Note that in [19] M-matrices are termed “P-matrices of Leontief type”. See als [25]. To show 
(iv) assume 4;;:~ = &y and x # y. Then, by the mean value theorem there exists 5 E Q such that 
O=q’(k)(_Y-x) = f: aij(t)(Y,-Xi)- 
j=l 
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As for (3) it then follows that 
113 
thus showing that F is generalized diagonally dominant with the functions U” being given by 
t-x 
t- d sx- 1) i=l,...,n. 0 
Ui 
In the situation of part (iv) of the above theorem, F can be transformed into a strictly 
diagonally dominant function by a simple linear resealing of the variables. Just let D be the 
diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is ui, and apply Theorem 13(i) to see that the function 
FORD-‘Q-4” is strictly diagonally dominant. 
To conclude this section, let us remark that to our knowledge it is still an open question - 
even if F is continuously differentiable - whether F’(x) being generalized diagonally dominant 
for all x E Q is sufficient for F being generalized diagonally dominant on Q. 
4. Asynchronous iterations 
Let Q be a rectangle in R” and let H: Q + R” satisfy 
H(Q) G Q. (5) 
To approximate a fixed point of H numerically, we consider asynchronous iterations as given by 
the definition below [3]. 
Definition 14. For k = 1, 2,. . . , let there be given sets Ik E { 1,. . . , n} and n-tuples 
(s,(k), . . . 7 s,,(k)) E W u VW Let 9 and 9’ denote the sequences { Ik } and 
{(s,(k), . . . > s,W)l, respectively. Suppose that the following assumptions hold. 
(i) s,(k)<k-1 for i=l,..., n, kEN. 
(ii) limk _ m xi(k) = 00 for i= l,..., n. 
(iii) For every iE {l,..., n } the set { k : i E I”} contains infinitely many elements. 
Then the iterative method which, starting with an initial guess x0 E Q, calculates the iterates 
xk E Q, k E N, according to 
X:-l, for i41k, 
H;(x~,(~),...,x~(~)), for i E Ik, 
k= 1, 2,..., 
is called an asynchronous iterative method (notation: (H, 3, 9, x0)) for H. 
(6) 
If for fixed k E N the vectors .?I(~), j = 1,. . . , n, lie in the rectangle Q, the vector 
s,(k) 
(X1 ~8~) ‘..., n ) ’ belongs to Q, too. This shows, together with (5), that the sequence xk in (6) is 
really well-defined. 
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Generalizing (6), we will also consider relaxed asynchronous iterative methods. Using a 
relaxation parameter w E [w, w # 0, the iteration then reads 
i 
xk-1 
Xk= ’ ’ for iti Ik, 
I 
OH, (Xp, . . . , x?(k)) + (1 _ u)xs,(k), for i E Ik, k= ” 2’o*e . 
(7) 
In the case w = 1 we retrieve the unrelaxed method (6). A relaxed asynchronous iterative method 
will be denoted (H, 9, 9, x0, w). To actually guarantee that the iterates of the relaxed method 




If w E (0, 11, this follows from (5), since Q is convex. For arbitrary w the relation H,Q c Q is 
valid, of course, if Q = R”. 
As is explained in detail in [3] and also [6], asynchronous methods arise naturally on parallel 
computers sharing a common memory, provided there is no synchronization between the 
different processors. In this case, the numbers si( k), i = 1, . . . , n, k E N, are not known 
explicitly. Nevertheless, imposing only minor restrictions, one can a priori guarantee that the 
assumptions (i)-(m) of Definition 14 are fulfilled. Practical experiments ([2,3,8,9,12], e.g.) prove 
that with asynchronous iterative methods one may obtain a good approximation of the solution 
faster than with methods which force the processors to synchronize. 
As we shall see later (Definition 17), several “classical” iterative methods are actually special 
asynchronous iterative methods. Moreover, as is explained in [3,5,15], numerous other iterative 
methods (e.g., [6,21,27,30]) turn out to be special asynchronous methods, too. This also holds for 
the so-called SOR-multisplitting methods without overlapping (cf. [15,17,18,36]). 
For future use we introduce some additional notation to deal with a given asynchronous 
method (H, 9, 9, x0). Thus, the monotonically increasing sequence { kp} c INI U {0}, p E N u 
{0}, is defined recursively by 
p=o: k, := 0, 




k,:=min(k: k>rp and IrpUIrptlU -.- UIk=N). 
The numbers l,(p), i=l,..., n, exist because of Definition 14(ii); therefore rP is indeed an 
integer. For k > rP, calculating x 
addition, we have 
k involves only components of iterates xm with m a k,_,. In 
rp > kp-i, 
since from Definition 14(i) it follows that ri( p) > k,_ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. 
Given kEN wedeclarethenumbers m,(k), i=l,...,n,by 
mi(k):=max{l:iEI,, l<k}. (10) 
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Accordingly, the ith component of xk has been updated for the last time during the m ;( k)th 
iteration. By definition of k,, forkak, wealwayshavem,(k)>,r,, i=l,...,n.Togetherwith 
the definition of ,,( p) in (9) this yields in particular 
sj(m,(k))>k,_I, i,j=l,..., n, k>,k,. 01) 
We now directly turn to our fundamental convergence theorem for asynchronous iterations. 
Theorem 15. Let Q be closed and let H : Q + Q be continuous. Assume that there exists a fixed 
point x* E Q of H. Moreover, let U: Q + R” be a continuous, diagonal, strictly isotone function 
with Ux* =x*. Assume that for all x E Q, x Z x *, we have 
IIUHx-x*11,-= IIUx-x*/l, (12) 
and let x0 E Q. Then the iterates xk of any asynchronous iterative method (H, 9, 9, x0) converge 
to x*. 
Proof. Keep E > 0 fixed. Then there is a real number 6 = 6(c) > 0, such that the neighbourhood 
V, of x* with 
v,:={y~Q: ~ly-x*~~,<6} 
satisfies 
XE V* - 11ux-x* IIc*) <C. (13) 
Let K denote the compact rectangle 
K:=Qn{y: IlUy-x*ll,< IIUx”-x*II,}. 
K is nonempty with x * E K. Define the set K, by 
Kg:= K\V,. 
Since V, is relatively open in Q, K, is compact. On K,, the continuous function 
IIUHX-x”ll, 
x” llUx-xX*11, 
takes on its maximum (Y with (Y E [0, 1) because of (12). Using the notation introduced in (9) and 
(lo), we will show that for p = 0, 1,. . . , we have 
IIUXk-X*jI ,<max{r, ap~~Uxo-x*I~,}, kgk,. 04 
Then, since (Y E [0, l), there exists an integer k, such that for all k 3 k,, 
J(UXk-X*II,<e, 
from which we obtain lim ,_,UXk =x* and thus limk,,Xk =x*. 
We prove (14) by induction on p, beginning with p = 0. We hence start by showing the 
validity of 
IIuxk-x*II m<max{r, IIUx”-x*1/,}, k>,O. 05) 
Formula (15) is correct for k = 0. If (15) holds up to some k - 1 with k 2 1, from 
X:-l, for iCCIk, 
H,(xs~(~),...,x~(~)), for i E Ik, 
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we obtain for i 65 Ik, 
IQxS-x*( =ILJx”-‘-xTI Gmax{c, IIUxO-x*1/,}. 
For i E Ik we get 
( Qx,” - x: 1 = ( QH; (x;,(Q, .. . ) X?(k)) - x* ( < II UH( x;,(Q,. . . ) X?(k)) - x * Ilm 
~ (Y (( U( xflCk), . . . , x2(k)) - x * (lm, if ( xflCk), . . . , x2’“‘)’ +C V,, 
( 6, if ( xilCk), . . . , x>(~))~ E V,. 
Since si( k) G k - 1, we have ) ~$xS/(~) - x7 I< max{ E, I( Ux” - x * II,} for j = 1,. . . , n. Because 
of a E [0, 1) this yields again 
IQx~--x*I Gmax(E, IIUx”-x*II,}, 
thus terminating the proof of (15). Assume now that (14) is correct for some p > 0 and let 
k > kp+i. Then the components of xk satisfy 
xk = H, ( xil(m~(k)), . . . , x>(~~(~))), i = 1,. . . , n, I 
with sj( m,( k)) > k,, j = 1,. . . , n (see (11)). In case (~s,(~~(~)), . . . , ~2~~~~~)))~ @ V,, we then 
obtain 
1 u,x,” - x* I < II UH( x;l@@)), . . . ) xyy - x * II o. 
< CXII u( X;l(mJ(k)), . . . ) Xy’(k))) - x * 11 m 
= a yl:Ly 1 Uj( Xymcck)) - x,* 1 
<a $yux s,(m,(k)) _ x* IIco_ 
Since we assumed (14) to be true for p, this yields 
Iqxk-xX*1 ,imax{ae, E~+~~IUX~-X*II,). 
In case (x~~(~~(~)), . . . , x~(m~(k)))T E I$, we get 
( qx; - XT ( < (( UH( xpy . . . ) xyy - x * (lM 
~IIU(Xs,(m,(k)),...,X~(m,(k)))-X*llm~E. 
In either case we thus have ] qx,” - x* ) < max{ 6, (~j’+~j] Ux” - x * II,}. This accomplishes the 
proof for (14). Cl 
As the following corollary shows, the above result can easily be extended to relaxed asyn- 
chronous iterative methods, provided the relaxation parameter w is from the interval (0, 11. 
Corollary 16. Assume the same hypothesis as in Therorem 15 and, in addition, let o E (0, 11. Then 
the iterates xk of the relaxed asynchronous iterative method (H, 9, 9, x0, w) converge to the fixed 
point x* of H. 
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Proof. We will be done once we have shown that the function H, of (8) instead of H satisfies all 
assumptions of Theorem 15 (with the same function U). So, let w E (0, 11 and x E Q, x # x*. 
Since Q is convex, H, maps Q into itself. Now, keep i E N fixed. We assume H,x < x, (for 
H,x 3 x, the proof proceeds analogously). Then we have 
wH,x + (1 - w)x, E [ H,x, x,). 
By the strict isotonicity of U,, we therefrom obtain in case XT < oH,x + (1 - w)x,, 
1 u] ( WH,X + (1 - b-)X;) - X: ) < 1 UXi - XT 1; 
in case x,* 2 wH,x + (1 - w)x, we get 
]u,(wH,x+(l-w)x,)-XT] <ICJH,x-x,f+I. 
From (12) in either case we get 
Iu,(wH,x+ (1 -+,)-x: I < IIUx-x* bum 
and thus 
IjU(wHx+(l-w)x)-x*11,< I]Ux--*]I,. 
This terminates our proof. q 
(16) 
07) 
Theorem 15 and Corollary 16 also hold if condition (12) is replaced by 
IIUHx-x*I),~allUx-x*1(,, (18) 
with (Y E [0, 1). Here, H needs not be continuous. This result follows by a straightforward 
modification of the proof of Theorem 15. As a special case of (18) taking U,t := U, ( t - x,* ) + 
X* I 3 i= l,..., n, with u=(u,,...,~,)~>Oyields 
IIHx-x* II u<alIx-x*lI.. (19) 
The latter condition was considered in 1111. As is explained there, this condition, in turn, 
contains as a special case the so-called P-contraction condition of [3]. In Section 6 we will give an 
example of a function H which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 15 but not (19) thus 
proving that Theorem 15 and Corollary 16 are indeed more general than the results of [3,11]. 
5. Application to generalized diagonally dominant functions 
Let F: Q c R” -+ R” be generalized diagonally dominant on the rectangle Q. We consider the 
nonlinear system of equations 
Fx = 0, (20) 
which by Theorem 10 admits at most one solution x* E Q. 
To approximate a solution of (20) iteratively, we transform (20) into a fixed-point problem. To 
this purpose we assume that for all x E Q and i = 1,. . . , n the equation 
+:,t; = 4(x, )...) xi_-l, ti, xi+l,. ..) XJ = 0 
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has a (by Theorem 11 necessarily unique) solution t,. We then define the function H by 
H:Q+Q, 
x* (I+,..., H,X)T= (&.., QT. 
Accordingly, for i = 1, . . . , n and x E Q we have 
4(x ,,..., X,-l, H;x, x,+1 )...) XJ =o. (21) 
Computing H,x thus means solving a one-dimensional equation which, in general, will be 
nonlinear. From (21) we immediately see that x * is a solution of (20) if and only if x * is a fixed 
point of H, i.e., 
X *=Hx*. (22) 
We will now use our results of Section 4 to prove the convergence of asynchronous iterative 
methods for the fixed-point problem (22). Before doing so, however, we want to stress with the 
following definition that several “classical” nonlinear iterative methods for finding a zero of F 
can be regarded as special asynchronous methods for (22). 
Definition 17. (a) For k = 1, 2,. . . , let Ik=N and s,(k)=k-1, i=l,...,n. Then the asyn- 
chronous iterative method (H, Y, 9, x0, w), i.e., 
Xk = w.?~ + (1 - w)x~-‘, where 
&(x:-l )...) x;:;, X”;, x;:; )...) xi-‘) = 0 
i=l,...,n, 
is called (nonlinear) JOR-method for solving (20). 
(b) For k=mn +r, mENo, rEN,let I”=(r) ands,(k)=k-1, i=l,...,n.FormENo 
let Y” denote the iterate xmn of the asynchronous method (H, 9, 9, x0, w). The vectors y”, 
m E N, thus satisfy 
y," = WTjrn + (1 - o)Yjm-‘, where 
k;( Y;” ,...) y;?!1, Am, Yi”,TL.> yn”-‘) = 0 : 
i=l,...,n. 
This method is called (nonlinear) SOR-method for solving (20). 
(c) For k = 2mn + r, m E No, rEN,lettheset Ik begivenbyIk={T},fork=(2m+l)n+ 
y, m E No, Y E N, let Ik = { n--r+l}. Moreover, let s,(k)=k-1, i=l,..., n, kE&4. For 
m E No let y” and yrn+l12 denote the iterate x~~” and x(~~+‘)~ of the asynchronous iterative 
method (H, 9, 9, x0, o), respectively. These vectors thus satisfy 
yjm + 112 = w~jm + 1/Z + (1 - o ) y,” , where 
c( y;r+l'l,.. .) y,m;1’2, jT+1’2, Y::l?. . .T Jr) = 0 
i=l,...,n, 
and 
yjm+l = w~jm+l + (1 - w)Yim+1/2, where 
I;;(y;1+1/2 )...) yrm_;r/2, j7F+l, ylm,tl,..., y/+1) =o 
This method is called (nonlinear) symmetric SOR-method or SSOR-method for solving (20). 
We now turn to the announced convergence results. 
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Theorem 18. Let the rectangle Q be closed, let F: Q -+ R” be generalized diagonally dominant and 
assume that F admits a (necessarily unique) zero x* E Q. Assume that for any x E Q and for 
i= l,..., n the equation 
$:,t;=F,(x,,...,x,4 t,, x[+1,...,x,)=O 
has a (necessarily unique) solution ti. Let the fixed-point operator H be defined by (21). Let w E 
(0, l] and x0 E Q. Then the iterates of the asynchronous iterative method (H, 9, 9, x0, w) 
converge to x *. 
Proof. By virtue of Corollary 16, we only need to show that H is continuous on Q and that there 
exists a strictly isotone, continuous, diagonal function U: Q + Iw” with Ux * = x * such that for 
XEQ, xfx*, 
IjUHx-x*11,< I(Ux-x*II,. (23) 
We first show that every component of H is continuous. To this purpose, fix i E N and x E Q. 
For arbitrary y E Q we set 
P:= (Y~,...,YI-~, H,Y, yi+l,..., Y,,)~. 
From F,.? = 4.9 = 0 we get for y # x 
IqH,y-H,xI <jIU’j-_lI,, (24) 
where the maximum on the right-hand side is not attained at the ith component. Hence, if { y”} 
is a sequence in Q with y” f x and lim, ~ ooy” = x, for j # i the relation lim, _ o. Uj’y,;” = U,“x, 
= x, is valid and thus 
lim I] U”j” - 5Z [loo = 0. 
m+* 
Together with (24) this yields lim m _ ,U’H, y” = H,x. Since UJ’H,x = H,x and (q’))’ is continu- 
ous we obtain lim m ~ o. H, y” = (U;‘) - ‘H,x = H,x, which shows that H is continuous. 
We now define 
u:= u”*. 
U: Q + R” is a strictly isotone, continuous and diagonal function with Ux * = x *. Let x E Q, 
x # x *. Then, since F$ = 6.x * = 0 we have 
ITJH,x-XT) =(l_@-x~I <IIU~-x*II,~IIUx-x*II,. 
This inequality being correct for all i E N we obtain (23). q 
We now proceed to discuss the contents of this theorem in some detail, considering special 
generalized diagonally dominant functions as well as special asynchronous iterative methods. 
To begin, let us deal with strictly diagonally dominant functions which, by Theorem 8, are 
generalized diagonally dominant. If then, in addition, we restrict ourselves to the JOR-method or 
the SOR-method (cf. Definition 17) we retrieve the convergence results given in [24] whereas the 
convergence results for general asynchronous methods as well as for the SSOR-method seem to 
be new. 
If F is weakly 1(2-diagonally dominant on the closed rectangle Q, by Theorem 8(ii) F is 
generalized diagonally dominant on the compact rectangle & defined by 
&:=Qn {~:~/Y-x*~~~~~/x~-x*~~~}. 
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Restricting F to Q the function H of (21) still maps Q into itself. Hence, Theorem 18 applies. As 
with strictly diagonally dominant functions we therefore obtain in particular the convergence 
results for the JOR- and the SOR-method from [24]. Again, the convergence results for the 
SSOR-method and for general asynchronous iterative methods appear to be new. F being 
weakly fin-diagonally dominant, some power s of the function H from (21) satisfies 
I)HSx-HSyIloo<II~-y1103, forx+y. 
While this relation can be used rather directly (see [24]) to obtain convergence of the JOR-method, 
for example, it appears to not be sufficient for the convergence of asynchronous iterations. Thus, 
already for weakly &diagonally dominant functions, the concept of generalized diagonal 
dominance seems crucial for gaining some insight into the behaviour of asynchronous iterative 
methods. 
Finally, let Q = 08” and assume that F is a continuous surjective M-function. Then Theorem 
18 applies again, since F is generalized diagonally dominant by Theorem 8(iii). In this case, the 
one-dimensional equations $zti = 0 actually do possess a solution for any x E Iw” (cf. [26, 
13.5.81). Here, the convergence results for the JOR- and the SOR-method are due to [28], whereas 
the case of the SSOR-method was considered in [l]. A convergence result for general asyn- 
chronous iterative methods has recently been given in [lo] which - in contrast to our result - 
requires in addition all sequences sI( k), k E N, (cf. Definition 14) to be monotonically increas- 
ing. Other related results include [22,23], for example. In this context it is interesting to note that 
all these authors obtain their results by considering monotonicity properties with respect to the 
natural partial ordering as opposed to our approach using the contraction property (23). 
Given an arbitrary generalized diagonally dominant function F, the one-dimensional equa- 
tions $ct, = 0 do not necessarily have a solution in Q;. However, the existence of such a solution 
(one of the crucial assumptions in Theorem 18) can sometimes be guaranteed if F is off-diago- 
nally antitone. 
Theorem 19. Let F: Q + R ” be continuous, generalized diagonally dominant and off-diagonally 
antitone. Let Q be of the form Q = {x E R” : a < x < b} with a, b E R”, a < b, such that 
Fa < 0 < Fb. Then for i = 1,. . . , n and for arbitrary x E Q the equation 
+;t;=Ej(x, )..., Xi-l, t;, xi+1 )...) XJ =o 
admits a unique solution t; E Q,. Moreover, F admits a (unique) zero in Q. 
Proof. This theorem is due to [24] where it was formulated for weakly fi-diagonally dominant 
functions. Since the proof given there directly carries over to generalized diagonally dominant 
functions, we omit it here. 0 
Concluding this section, we now furnish the still missing proof for the necessary part of 
Theorem 7. In doing so, let F be an affine function on Iw”, i.e., Fx = Ax - d with A E [WnXn, 
d E R”, and assume that F is generalized diagonally dominant (in the sense of Definition 6). Let 
A = D - B be the splitting of A into its diagonal and off-diagonal part. Theorem 8 then shows 
that D is nonsingular. Moreover, the function H of (21) here has the form 
H: x - D-‘Bx + D-Id. 
By Theorem 18, any asynchronous iterative method for H converges. As was pointed out in our 
discussion in Section 2, 
the sense of Definition 
6. Examples 
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this in turn means that A is a generalized diagonally dominant matrix (in 
1). 
Example 20. Let the function F: IR 2 -+ R 2 be given by 
x= [::) c, (x:Zi:rY$ 
To prove that F is generalized diagonally dominant, define the components UC, U;C of the 
diagonal function U” : Iw 2 -+ U4’ 2 by 
u;” : t * t3 - x: + x1. u;;: t-t. 
Assume that we have F,x = F, y with x Z y. Then 
I_y:-x:I = lsin y,-sin x21. (25) 
Here, x2 = y, is excluded since otherwise we had xi = y1 and thus x = y. With the integral form 
of the mean value theorem we now obtain 1 sin y, - sin x2 1 < I y, - x2 1, whence (25) yields the 
inequality 
Id-41 < IY2-X2l, 
which is equivalent to 
IVY, -4 -+?Y2-x2I =IIuXY-41,. 
Assuming F2x = F,y with x # y, in a similar manner we get 
I~,xy,-~2I~I~;Y,-~,I=II~“Y-~ll,. 
Thus, F is generalized diagonally dominant on R2. F has a zero, since F(0) = 0. The functions 
G1 and 1c/G2 are given by 
$;r : t * t3 + sin x2, +!J;~ : t - t + arctan x:. 
They are both surjective for every x E R2. 
In the above example we proved the generalized diagonal dominance of F by explicitly stating 
the functions U”. In practice, this will be possible only in some rare cases. The major interest of 
Example 20 is that here the function H (constructed from F according to (21)) does not satisfy 
condition (19), whereas it does fulfil all assumptions of our Theorem 15. Example 20 thus shows 
that Theorem 15 actually yields new results on the convergence of asynchronous iterative 
methods. To illustrate this important fact in more detail, we first observe that in Example 20 the 
function H is given by 
H:x;(:~-~~~;). 
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Assume that H satisfies (19). Then there exists a positive vector u = (u,, Up)= E R*, u > 0, and a 
number (Y E [0, 1) such that 
II Hx - 0 II u~allx-OIl.. 
Taking x = (0, t) with t > 0, this yields in particular 





, for t>O. 
But this is impossible, since by the mean value theorem 
and this expression is unbounded as 6 + 0. Hence, H does not satisfy (19). However P satisfies 
the whole hypothesis of Theorem 19. Thus, according to the proof of this theorem, H fulfils all 
assumptions of Theorem 15. 
Example 21. We consider two-point boundary value problems of the form 
Y” =f(y), Y(O) =y(l) = 0. 
We assume that f is differentiable and that its derivative satisfies 
a<f’(x)<b, XEI, 
with -IT* c a G 0 on some interval I. Discretizing with the fourth-order Hermitian method of [7] 
using n + 2 equidistant nodes ih, i = 0,. . . , n + 1, h = l/(n + l), we obtain the system of 
nonlinear equations Fx = 0 with 
~:lR”+[w 
x I+ -xi_1 + 2x; - x,+* 
+h’(&f(x;-,> + $-f(q) + &f(x,+,)), i=l,..., n, 
where x, = x, + 1 = 0. The component xi of the solution x E R” of Fx = 0 is an approximation 
F'(x) = (a,,(x)> = 
i 
2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
. . 
-i 2’ -1 
-1 2 i 
/ lOf’(h) f’(2h) 
h* f’(h) lOf’(2h) f ‘(3h) 
+n 
. . . 
f’(l-3h) lOf'(l-2h) f’(l-h) 
\ f’(l-2h) lOf'(l-h) 
for y(ih). 
Define the closed rectangle Q c R" by 
Q:=Ix -0: XI 
and the positive vector u E R” by 
ui := sin(Tih), i = l,..., n. 
F is differentiable on Q, its derivative being given by the tridiagonal matrix 
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We assume that n is chosen sufficiently large such that $J’z*f’(ih) -C 1 for i = 1,. . . , n. Then for 
i= l,..., n, xEI,wehave 
i )a;,(x)~,] <(l+&]u]I*)(sin(a[i--l]h)+sin(Ir[i+l]h)) 
j=l,j#i 
= 2(1+ A] a I h*) sin(Tih) cos(~rh). 
The diagonal entries a,;(x) of F’(x) satisfy (n >, 2) 
]~,,(x)u~] 2 (2- $]la(h*) sin(Tih). 
For n sufficiently large the relation 
2(1+ & I a I h*) cos( dz) < 2 - $ ( a I h* 
(26) 
(27) 
a &zI(cos(~h)+5)< $(l-cos(“h)) 
is valid, since we have 
)yo $(l - cos(Th)) = T* !i_mo+zI(cos(~h)+5)= Ial CT*. 
Hence, n being sufficiently large, from (26) and (27) we have 
5 Iui,(x)ujI < I~2~,(x)z4~l, i=l,..., n. 
j=l,j#r 
(28) 
By Theorem 13 this means that F is generalized diagonally dominant on Q. In addition, F is 
off-diagonally antitone (and even an M-function) on Q. 
As a special case of Example 21, let f(v) = e -Y. Define the vectors a, b E Q by a, = - ih(1 - 
ih), bj = 0, i = l,..., n, and let Q:={xER”: a < x < b}. A rapid calculation then shows that 
(28) holds on Q for all n E N and that Fu < 0 G Fb (cf. [13]). By Theorem 19, F possesses a 
(unique) zero in Q and the equations I,!@ = 0 admit a (unique) solution in Qj for all x E Q and 
i = 1, _ _ . , n. By Theorem 18, given an arbitrary initial guess x0, any asynchronous iterative 
method for the corresponding fixed-point problem converges to the solution of Fx = 0. 
Of course, discretizations of two-point boundary value problems represent a standard example 
for M-functions (see [24,26,29], e.g.). To prove the convergence of the resulting nonlinear 
iterative methods, however, so far one usually imposed some additional condition such as “F is 
an M-function on all R”” or “Fx’ >, 0” or “F is strictly diagonally dominant”. Our investiga- 
tions show that these additional assumptions are superfluous. 
In practice, many other examples for generalized diagonally dominant functions (particularly: 
M-functions) arise from discretizations of nonlinear elliptic or parabolic boundary value prob- 
lems and integral equations (see [14,26], e.g.). 
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